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Thermohome technology

Termohouse technology is a new round in the development of monolithic house-building. The technology impresses by its simplicity, cost-effectiveness and, most importantly, by its results. Combining the characteristics of concrete and polystyrene foam made it possible to create an effective and profitable construction technology - Termohouse, which has a number of advantages for both builders and customers.
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About Company
"Valkyria" company was founded in 1999. The main activity of the company is the production of permanent formwork blocks of polystyrene foam for the construction of buildings and structures on the technology Thermo House.
This technology, popular in Europe, was relatively new for Ukraine. Taking into account the perspective of energy-saving technologies development in our country, the first production line for the production of thermoblocks was launched in 2000.

	— energy conservation
	— speed of construction
	— cost-efficient construction
	— perfect geometry
	— eco-friendly/sustainability
	— design solutions
	— home comfort



"Valkyriа" provides a full range of construction, engineering and design services, as well as full technical and informational support to our clients. The support program includes consultations, evaluation of the complexity and adaptation of projects, supervision and training, as well as construction supervision.
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We will glad to answer all your questions
+38 (044) 501 66 55
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